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Creating spaces

Ideal work space can mean many different things to different people, but most want
 the same things from their work environment: to feel productive, comfortable, and
 inspired. Creating a space that could yield such satisfaction is no small task, but that's
 exactly what AIP Publishing set out to do with its new offices.

In June of 2012, with its Melville location lease
 due to expire in two year's time, AIP sought to
 make the most of the opportunity to refit its
 publishing operations in an optimal setting.
 First, management took note that many of its
 dedicated staff members had roots on Long
 Island and that a significant move would be
 disruptive. It was therefore decided to
 concentrate the search on a new or renovated
 facility in Melville or the surrounding area. We
 also decided early on to involve staff in the
 design, to help co-create a new work
 environment that best suited us and our vision
 for the organization.

Strategically, there were several circumstances to consider. AIP's publishing
 operations had changed a great deal since it moved into its 2 Huntington Quadrangle
 facility in 1999. With the changing landscape of scholarly publishing, AIP had adapted
—and dramatically so—from a publishing services/production house to a publisher
 focusing on AIP and Member Society partner publications. AIP Publishing's space
 would need to embody collaboration to better serve a diverse audience of authors,
 researchers, and librarians. It would also need to foster creativity in order to grow its
 impact in the global research community.

» Read more

A summer of 14s
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1 program; 14 summers; 114 lives forever
 enriched

The summer of 2014 turned the 14th class of
 SPS interns from strangers into fast friends,
 from students into working professionals, and
 from DC tourists into local experts. As their
 internships drew to a close, they presented to
 an audience of 75 colleagues their summer’s
 work from a wide range of positions at NIST,

 NASA Goddard, AIP’s Center for History of Physics, APS, AAPT, SPS, and in two offices on Capitol Hill.
 More importantly, several noted how their experiences impacted them in their journey to become
 scientists. Here are some excerpts of their final reflections, available on the SPS website.

“Before this summer, my study of physics was defined solely by classes and research. I now
 understand more than ever the formative and binding relationships that drive the science
 I so dearly enjoy.” -Simon Patane

» Read more

Inside Science: Print edition

During the summer, the Charlotte Observer, a newspaper based in Charlotte, NC, asked to run
 occasional Inside Science articles in its print edition. Shortly thereafter, the Inside Science News Service
 stories “Laser Powers Dental Drill” and “New Technique Measures an Object’s Layers to Spot Problems”
 appeared in the Observer’s print edition and website.

» Read more

Physics Today, September 2014 issue

Cover: On 15 February 2013, a 20-m-diameter asteroid pierced Earth's
 atmosphere over Russia, traveling at more than 19 km/s. Energy that
 radiated from shocked and ionized air vaporized a thin layer of rock,
 which was swept into the wake. Seconds later, high pressures broke
 the asteroid into large fragments, trailed by vortices of hot,
 condensed debris. This three-dimensional simulation by Mark
 Boslough used the shock physics code CTH on Sandia National
 Laboratories' Red Sky supercomputer and was rendered by Brad
 Carvey.
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ASA names James F. Lynch as Editor-in-Chief

From an ASA press release: James F. (Jim) Lynch, a senior scientist at the Woods
 Hole Oceanographic Institution, has been selected to be the next editor-in-chief
 of the Acoustical Society of America (ASA).

» Read more

 September 10

Birthday socials (Melville and College Park)

September 12

Inside Science Underwriters meeting (College Park, MD)

September 16-19

AIP Sales & Marketing meeting (Baltimore, MD)

September 18

ACP staff appreciation picnic (College Park)

September 18-21

SPS Executive Committee and Council meetings (College Park)

September 23

Physics Today Google Hangout, 6 pm Eastern. Jané Kondev will present "Physics of Bacteria."
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AIP Investment Advisory Committee meeting (Chicago, IL)

September 28-October 3

AIP ICTP Industrial Physics Forum (Sao Paulo, Brazil)

September 30

AIP Executive Committee meeting (College Park)

Oct 5-9

SOR 86th Annual Meeting (Philadelphia, PA)


